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Abstract

Compression has been an important research topic for many decades, to produce a significant impact on data transmission and storage. Recent advances have shown a great potential of learning image and video compression. Inspired from related works, in this paper, we present an image compression architecture using a convolutional autoencoder, and then generalize image compression to video compression, by adding an interpolation loop into both encoder and decoder sides. Our basic idea is to realize spatial-temporal energy compaction in learning image and video compression. Thereby, we propose to add a spatial energy compaction-based penalty into loss function, to achieve higher image compression performance. Furthermore, based on temporal energy distribution, we propose to select the number of frames in one interpolation loop, adapting to the motion characteristics of video contents. Experimental results demonstrate that our proposed image compression outperforms the latest image compression standard with MS-SSIM quality metric, and provides higher performance compared with state-of-the-art learning compression methods at high bit rates, which benefits from our spatial energy compaction approach. Meanwhile, our proposed video compression approach with temporal energy compaction can significantly outperform MPEG-4 and is competitive with commonly used H.264. Both our image and video compression can produce more visually pleasant results than conventional standards.

1. Introduction

Data compression has been a significant research topic in the field of signal processing for several decades. In terms of image compression codecs, existing image compression standards, such as JPEG [1], JPEG2000 [2], and BPG, which uses the intra-coded HEVC [3], rely on the hand-crafted encoder-decoder pipeline. These image formats are widely used in various image applications. Conventional video coding algorithms, including H.261, MPEG-4 Part 2, commonly used standard H.264/AVC [4], most recent standard HEVC/H.265 [3], have also achieved impressive performance through efforts spanning several decades. However, along with the proliferation of high-resolution images and videos, as well as the development of novel image/video formats, existing standards are not expected to be the optimal compression solution for all types of contents.

Recently, deep learning has been successfully applied to compression tasks. There are several potential advantages for learning compression to enhance the performance of image and video compression. First, the encoder-decoder pipeline in conventional compression standards resembles an autoencoder to learn high-level representation. Although
Autoencoders are basically applied to dimensionality reduction tasks [5], they are able to achieve better compression performance. Most recent learning based compression approaches, including recurrent neural networks [8, 9, 10], convolutional neural networks [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] and generative adversarial networks [18, 19, 20], have all adopted the autoencoder architecture. Next, the temporal redundancy of video compression can be intuitively reduced by using learned based video prediction, generation and interpolation approaches. The works [21, 22] have already achieved promising results by using prediction or interpolation neural networks. The last advantage of learning based compression is that, although the development and standardization of a conventional codecs has historically spanned several years, a deep learning based compression approach can be adapted much quicker because all of the parameters in an autoencoder architecture can be learned in an automatic and unsupervised manner. Therefore, learning compression is expected to become more generalized and more efficient.

However, there are still issues to be addressed. Generally speaking, image compression exploits spatial distribution, and video compression exploits temporal distribution to learn high-level features. Good spatial-temporal energy compaction is important for high coding efficiency, according to traditional digital coding theory [25]. Previous works use rate-distortion optimization, but few works analyze whether spatial-temporal energy is well-compacted or not.

In this paper, we present a convolutional autoencoder architecture with differential quantization and entropy estimation for image compression. Thereby, we propose to add an energy compaction-based penalty into loss function, to achieve higher image compression performance. Furthermore, we generalize our image compression to video compression, by adding an interpolation loop to image encoder and propose to adaptively select number of frames in one interpolation loop by analyzing temporal energy distribution.

We compare our image compression to state-of-the-art image standards and recent learning approaches. Our approach achieves significantly better MS-SSIM in comparison with the latest image compression standard BPG and outperforms state-of-the-art learning compression methods at high bit rate. On the other hand, our video compression is competitive with H.264 with MS-SSIM and produce more visually pleasant reconstructed videos.

2. Related Work

Hand-crafted Compression Existing image compression standards, such as JPEG [1], JPEG2000 [2], and BPG, which uses the intra-coded HEVC [3], rely on hand-crafted module design individually. Specifically, these modules include intra prediction, discrete cosine transform or wavelet transform, quantization, and entropy coder such as Huffman coder or content adaptive binary arithmetic coder (CABAC). They design each module with multiple modes and conduct the rate-distortion optimization to determine the best mode. During the development of next-generation compression algorithms, some hybrid methods have been proposed to improve the performance, by taking advantage of both conventional compression algorithms and latest machine learning approaches, such as [6, 7].

State-of-the-art video compression algorithms, such as HEVC/H.265 [3], H.264 [4], MPEG-4 Part 2, incorporate the inter prediction into the encoder architecture. Inter prediction utilize the temporal similarity of neighboring frames to reduce the transmitted information. As for the order of reference frames, both H.264 and HEVC/H.265 support two configurations, that is low delay P and random access. low delay P only use the previous frames as uni-directional references, while random access allows bidirectional referencing in a hierarchical way. Random access can achieve higher coding efficiency than low delay P. The key technique in inter prediction is integer and fractional motion estimation using block matching and motion compensation.

Learning Compression Recently, end-to-end image compression has attracted great attention. Some approaches proposed to use recurrent neural networks (RNNs) to encode the residual information between the raw image and the reconstructed images in several iterations, such as the work [8, 9] optimized by mean-squared error (MSE) or the work [10] optimized by MS-SSIM [30]. Some generative adversarial networks (GANs) based techniques are proposed in [18, 19, 20] for high subjective reconstruction quality at extremely low bit rates. Other notable approaches include differentiable approximations of round-based quantization [11, 12, 14] for end-to-end training, content-aware importance map [17], hyperprior entropy model [13] and conditional probability models [15] for entropy estimation.

However, learning video compression has not yet been largely exploited. Only a few related works [21][22] have been proposed. Wu et al. [21] firstly proposed to use image interpolation network to predict frames except for key frames. Chen et al. [22] relied on traditional block based architecture to use CNN nets for predictive and residual signals. It is highly desired to further exploit learning video compression algorithms.

3. Proposed Method

Our proposed learning image and video compression is illustrated in Fig. 2, and image compression models serve for frames in video compression architecture.

3.1. Learning Image Compression

Given an image, a compression system can be considered as an analysis transform $f$ at the encoder side, and a synthesis transform $g$ at the decoder side, as shown in
Fig. 2(a),
\[ y = f_\theta(x) \]
\[ \hat{x} = g_\phi(\hat{y}) \]
(1)
where \( x, \hat{x}, y, \) and \( \hat{y} \) are the original images, reconstructed images, compressed data (also called latent presentation) before quantization, and quantized compressed data, respectively. \( \theta \) and \( \phi \) are optimized parameters in the analysis and synthesis transforms, respectively.

To obtain high-level features, the analysis and synthesis transforms can be composed into a sequence of consecutive down(up)sampling operations, which can be implemented by convolutional or transposed convolutional filter with a stride of 2. Our network architecture mainly refer to the autoencoder in [12], but according to [24], it is pointed that super resolution is achieved more efficiently by first convolving the images and then upsampling, instead of first upsampling and then convolving. Thus we use 2 convolutional filters as one down(up)sampling unit, and the network architecture is given in Fig. 3. Assume we have \( n \) downsampling units and the number of convolutional filters in the last layer is \( K \), the compressed data \( y \) will have the dimension of \( \frac{H}{2^n} \times \frac{W}{2^n} \times K \). In practice, \( n = 3, K = 48, H \) and \( W \) are set as 128 due to memory limitation.

Based on the rate-distortion cost function in traditional codecs, the loss function is defined as follows:
\[ J(\theta, \phi; x) = \lambda D(x, \hat{x}) + R(\hat{y}) \]
(2)
where \( \lambda \) controls the tradeoff between the rate and distortion. \( D \) represents the distortion between the original images \( x \) and reconstructed images \( \hat{x} \); \( R \) represents the bits required to encode the quantized compressed data \( \hat{y} \).

### 3.1.1 Quantization and Entropy Estimation

In Fig. 2(a), \( Q \) represents quantization, AE and AD represent the arithmetic encoder and arithmetic decoder, respectively. In traditional codecs, quantization is implemented by using a round function (denoted as \( Q[ \cdot ] \)), and its derivative is almost zero except at the integers. Therefore, it cannot be directly incorporated into the gradient-based optimization process. Several quantization approximations have been proposed, such as uniform noise approximation [12] and soft vector quantization [14]. The approximate quantized \( \hat{y} \) are shown in Fig. 4, where soft vector quantization has a shaping parameter \( \sigma \) and high \( \sigma \) leads to accurate results, low \( \sigma \) is good for smooth gradient propagation. In other studies [11][15], the derivation was replaced in the back propagation only, but it was guaranteed that the quantized value was correct in the forward propagation. By conducting experiments, we found different quantization methods have very little effect on the compression performance. For simplicity, we used additive uniform noise approximation.

According to the Shannon theory [34], the rate is lower-bounded by the entropy of the discrete probability distribu-
of the quantized codes, as follows:

\[
R = \mathbb{E}_{\hat{y} \sim q} \left[ - \log_2 (p_y(\hat{y})) \right]
\]  

(3)

where \( q \) is the actual distribution of the compressed code \( \hat{y} \) and \( p_y(\hat{y}) \) is the entropy model. Thus, several entropy estimation methods have been introduced by related studies, including soft histogram based entropy estimation \([14]\), nonparametric factorized entropy model \([13]\), 3D-CNN based conditional probability model \([15]\), and hyperprior based entropy model \([13]\). We used a fully factorized entropy model \([13]\), which yields promising image compression performance. Factorized entropy model produces an estimated entropy and serves for AE and AD. During the test, we can use JPEG2000 entropy coder to generate bitstream.

### 3.1.2 Spatial Energy Compaction Constraint

According to digital coding theories \([25]\), good energy compaction property is critical for high coding efficiency performance. The analysis transform converts input \( x \) into compressed data \( y \) with \( K \) spatial channels, which resembles a subband coding system. In a subband coding system, for any arbitrary transforms (which is not required to be nonorthogonal), the energy of \( K \) spatial channels satisfies \([26]\),

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma_y^2 &= A_k \sigma_x^2 \\
\sigma_r^2 &= \sum_{k=0}^{K-1} B_k \sigma_q^2
\end{align*}
\]  

(4)

where \( q \) is the quantization error for each spatial channel, i.e. \( q = \hat{y} - y \), and \( r \) is reconstructed error of images, i.e. \( r = \hat{x} - x \). \( \sigma^2 \) denotes the variance of a certain data to represent the energy. \( A_k \) describes the energy distribution of channels in the analysis transform, determined by \( x \) and optimized parameter \( \theta \); \( B_k \) measures the extent of the quantization error’s impact on the reconstructed error for a specified channel in the synthesis transform, determined by quantization errors and parameter \( \phi \). \( A_k \) can be easily calculated by obtaining the variance of \( x \) and \( y \). \( B_k \) is determined by both the quantization errors and the parameter \( \phi \) during the synthesis transform. \( B_k \) can be estimated by constructing several fake compressed data \( c_k \), whose \( k \)-th channel is all-1 and other channels are all-0. By feeding these \( c_k \) as \( \hat{y} \) into a given pre-trained synthesis transform individually, we stack \( \sigma_r^2 \) to form \( B_k \). Both \( A_k \) and \( B_k \) have the dimension of \( K \times 1 \).

Based on Eq.(4), optimum bit allocation is formulated \([26]\). With a constant rate constraint, minimized reconstruction error is given by

\[
\min \{ \sigma_r^2 \} \propto \prod_{i}^{K-1} (A_k B_k)
\]  

(5)

Detailed proof can be referred to \([26]\). If \( \prod_{i}^{K-1} (A_k B_k) \) can be minimized, spatially energy can be optimally compact. Thus, we propose to add a penalty in loss function to regularize \( A_k \) and \( B_k \). First, we need to center the energy in a few channels as much as possible. We normalize \( A_k \) by dividing its sum, therefore, normalized \( A_k \) measures the energy distribution for \( y_k \). For example, if \( A_k[e] = 0.8 \) for the \( e \)-th channel, 80% of energy will be distributed in the \( e \)-th channel. Then, we construct a penalty term by using the entropy of the energy distribution as follows:

\[
P = \mathbb{E}[-A_k \log_2 A_k]
\]  

(6)

We add this penalty to the loss function. After several iterations, most of the energy is centered only in one or a few channels, while the other channels have little energy. We denote the channel with the largest energy as \( e \). Next, we minimize the corresponding \( B_k[e] \) to make \( A_k B_k \) minimized, and the penalty term is defined as:

\[
P = B_k[e]
\]  

(7)

Finally, the loss function is defined as:

\[
J(\theta, \phi; x) = \lambda D(x, \hat{x}) + R(\hat{y}) + \beta P(A_k, B_k)
\]  

(8)

where \( \beta \) controls the influence of the penalty term on the loss function.

### 3.2. Learning Video Compression

Considering that a video consists of consecutive frames, a video compression system can be simply extended from image compression system as

\[
\begin{align*}
y^{(t)} &= f_\theta(x^{(t)}) \\
\hat{x}^{(t)} &= g_\phi(\hat{y}^{(t)})
\end{align*}
\]  

(9)

where \( x^{(t)} \) represents \( \{x^{(0)}, x^{(1)}, \ldots, x^{(T)}\} \), and similar notations are for \( y^{(t)}, \hat{y}^{(t)}, \hat{x}^{(t)}, t \in [0, T) \). We define \( T \) as group of pictures ( GOPs ) as HEVC/H.265 \([3]\), which can be encoded and decoded independently. Two consecutive groups share the same boundary frames.
Due to the temporal similarity of neighboring frames, encoding residual information between two frames can gain more coding efficiency than encoding them separately. Thus, a more general form of video compression system is rewritten as
\[
\begin{align*}
\hat{z}^{(t)} &= z^{(t)} - \hat{x}_{E}^{(t)} \\
\hat{y}^{(t)} &= f_{\phi}(\hat{z}^{(t)}) \\
\check{z}^{(t)} &= g_{\phi}(\hat{y}^{(t)}) \\
\hat{x}^{(t)} &= \hat{z}^{(t)} + \hat{x}_{D}^{(t)}
\end{align*}
\] (10)

where $\hat{x}_{E}^{(t)}$ and $\hat{x}_{D}^{(t)}$ are predicted frame using neighboring frames at encoder and decoder side, respectively. For the first frame, there is no previous information, i.e. $\hat{x}_{E}^{(0)} = \hat{x}_{D}^{(0)} = 0$, video compression reduces to a image compression, therefore, we call these key frames as I-frame. The block diagram of the proposed learning image compression is illustrated in Fig. 2(b).

3.2.1 Interpolation Loop

The closer generated predictive frame $\hat{x}^{(t)}$ gets to raw frames $x^{(t)}$, the fewer information $z^{(t)}$ has. Therefore, a high-quality frame interpolation network is desired. We use the latest work [35] to formulate the interpolation as a convolution $h$ over two neighboring frames as
\[
\hat{x}^{(t)} = h_{\psi}(x^{(t-i)}, x^{(t+i)})
\] (11)

where $i$ is the distance between reference frames and generated frames. $\psi$ is optimized parameters in interpolation network $h$. More importantly, according to Eq.(10), predicted frames should be kept the same at both encoder and decoder side to prevent the quality gap,
\[
\hat{x}_{E}^{(t)} = \hat{x}_{D}^{(t)}
\] (12)

Therefore, the encoder and decoder should see the same information equally. Then, the input for interpolation network should be reconstructed frames, not raw frames. Eq.(11) is rewritten as
\[
\hat{x}^{(t)} = h_{\psi}(\hat{x}^{(t-i)}, \hat{x}^{(t+i)})
\] (13)

We use a local interpolation loop at the encoder side to store reconstructed frames in the buffer, as Fig. 2(b).

3.2.2 Temporal Energy Compaction

To further reduce the temporal redundancy, inspired by HEVC random access [3] and the work [21], we use a hierarchy interpolation method, which can be illustrated as
\[
\begin{align*}
\hat{x}^{(0)} &= x^{(0)}, \check{x}^{(T)} = x^{(T)} \\
\hat{x}^{(0+2)} &= h_{\psi}(\hat{x}^{(0)}, \check{x}^{(T)}) \\
\hat{x}^{(0+4)} &= h_{\psi}(\hat{x}^{(0)}, \hat{x}^{(0+2)}) \\
\hat{x}^{(0+8)} &= h_{\psi}(\hat{x}^{(0)}, \hat{x}^{(0+4)})
\end{align*}
\] (14)

The hierarchy interpolation is recursively conducted until all the frames are reconstructed.

Each video contents has different motion textures, so the $T$ should be adaptively selected to fit the motion characteristic of videos, so we propose an adaptive $T$ determination strategy based on temporal energy compaction. We define the temporal motion difference in two neighboring I-frames with a proper distance $\tau$ (in our experiments $\tau = 16$) as
\[
R_T = x^{(\tau)} - x^{(0)}
\] (15)

then, we consider the distribution of $R_T$, and calculate the entropy of $R_T$ as
\[
H_T = \mathbb{E}[-P_{R_T} \log_2 P_{R_T}]
\] (16)

$H_T$ describes the motion characteristic of video sequences, as shown in Fig. 5. Large $H_T$ implies that this video has fast motion objects, while low motion videos has small $H_T$. Then we propose to select the $T$ using
\[
T = \begin{cases} 
2, & U \leq H_T \\
8, & L \leq H_T < U \\
16, & H_T < L 
\end{cases}
\] (17)

where $L, U$ are constants for lower and upper bounds. Low motion videos are assigned with $T = 16$, that is, intermediate $(T - 1)$ frames can be interpolated, without destroying the quality. In this case, $z^{(t)}$ is already small, so we send fewer I-frames to achieve temporal energy compaction. As for high motion videos, $T$ is only set as 2, because I-frames do not provide enough information to interpolate a high-quality frame, so we remove the hierarchy interpolation to prevent the error propagation.
4. Implementation Details

**Dataset** To train our image compression models, we used a subset of ImageNet database [28], and cropped them into millions of $128 \times 128$ samples. For testing, we used commonly used Kodak lossless image database [29] with 24 uncompressed $768 \times 512$ images. To validate the robustness of our proposed method, we also tested the proposed method on the CVPR workshop CLIC validation dataset [23] with large and various resolutions up to about 2K. To test the performance of video compression, we use the widely used Video Trace Library (VTL) dataset [36], which includes 20 videos with the resolution of $352 \times 288$ and 8 test sequences with the resolution of $832 \times 480$ and $416 \times 240$, which are commonly used by video coding standardization group with rich texture scenes and motion scenes.

**Training Details** To train our image compression autoencoder, the model was optimized using Adam [27] with a batch size of 16. The learning rate was maintained at a fixed value of $1 \times 10^{-4}$ during the training process. In the Eq.(8), $\beta$ was set to 0.001. In our experiments, we add the energy compaction penalty to the model at high bit rate, and then train for several $10^5$ iterations, and then train the model up to several $10^6$ iterations for each $\lambda$. By introducing different $\lambda$ to fine-tune a pre-trained autoencoder, we can obtain variable bit rates. We have found that by changing $\lambda$ with a pre-trained autoencoder, the energy distribution property will not be changed largely, as long as the initial state of the parameters in the models already has a good spatially energy compaction. Thus, we only consider the penalty for one $\lambda$ trial when training the neural network. Here, we obtained six models with $\lambda$ in the set $\{2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64\}$.

In our video compression approach, we use the pre-trained models of [35] to build our reconstruction loop. By checking the histogram of $H_T$ using VTL dataset, we used $L = 6.0$, $U = 8.0$ in Eq.(17) to ensure majority of sequences to select proper $T$ and averaged $T$ is equal to 8.

**Measurements** To achieve high subjective quality, we use a popular MS-SSIM [30] as distortion term defined by $D = 1 - \text{MS-SSIM}(x, \hat{x})$. To measure the coding efficiency, the rate is measured in bits per pixel (bpp), and the rate-distortion (RD) curves are drawn to demonstrate their coding efficiency.

5. Experiments

In this section, we conduct experiments to evaluate the performance, and present comparison results.

5.1. Ablation study

In order to show the effectiveness of our proposed spatial-temporal energy compaction approach, we first perform the following ablation study.

We compare the performance of our image compression with spatial energy compaction constraint to the case without energy constraint. The RD performance averaged on the Kodak dataset is presented in Fig. 6(a). It is observed that energy compaction constraint can help autoencoder to gain a higher coding efficiency, especially with large bit budgets.

To visualize how temporal energy compact works, we conduct the experiments of learning video compression with different $T$, as shown in Fig. 6(b). Along with the increasing of $T$, coding efficiency gets improved, but the performance almost saturates between $T = 8$ and $T = 16$. Our approach can adaptively select $T$ to achieve better rate-distortion optimization than the case with constant $T$.

5.2. Performance of learning image compression

We compare our method with well-known compression standards, and recent neural network-based learned compression methods, as shown in Fig. 7(a), where MS-SSIM is converted to decibels ($-10 \log_{10}(1 - \text{MS-SSIM})$) to illustrate the difference clearly. For JPEG and JPEG2000, we used the official software libjpeg [31] and OpenJPEG [32], which uses the default configuration YUV420 format. The state-of-the-art image compression standard was BPG [33], for which we used the non-default YUV444 format refer to [15][18]. Because the source codes of previous neural networks based approaches were not available, we carefully traced the point in the RD curves from the respective studies of Nick et al. [10], Theis et al. [11], Ballé et al. [12], and Ripple et al. [18]. The data in Mentzer et al. [15] were obtained from their project page. It can be observed that our method significantly outperforms Nick et al. [10], Theis et al. [11], Ballé et al. [12]. Our methodology is better than the work of Mentzer et al. [15] and Ripple et al. [18] at high bit rate, because our spatial energy compact constraint can allocate bits more efficiently, with higher bit budgets. Our proposal achieves comparable performance with Mentzner work et al. [15] and Ripple et al. [18] at low bit rate. Currently we only use a factorized entropy model and our method does not depend on the design of entropy mod-
els. Thus, in future work, our bit allocation method can be combined with a more complicated context adaptive entropy model, such as [13], to yield a better result. Fig. 7(b) shows the comparison between JPEG, JPEG2000, and BPG averaged on the CLIC validation dataset. Our method outperformed JPEG, JPEG2000 and BPG significantly in terms of MS-SSIM, with high resolution images.

5.3. Performance of learning video compression

We compare our learning video compression with state-of-the-art video compression algorithm and recent learning video compression methods [21]. For fair comparison, we use the averaged results on each video sequences as [21]. The performance using VTL is shown in Fig. 7(c). For HEVC/H.265 and H.264, we use the official software HM 16.0 [37] and JM 19.0 [38] with random access configuration. The GOP is set as 8 and intra period is also 8 to make the comparison fair. For MPEG-4 Part2 and H.261, we use FFmpeg software. The data point of [21] are from their original paper. It is observed that our method outperforms MPEG-4 and H.261 significantly and is competitive with H.264. Moreover, we offer a wide range of bit rates and achieve better performance even at low bit rate than the work [21], which benefits from our proposed interpolation loop and temporal energy compaction.

To cover a variety of video contents, we also test our codec using common test sequences, following the work [22], whose results are a little worse than H.264. The RD curves of eight sequences are shown in Fig. 8. It can be observed that our method outperforms H.264 for most sequences, and even outperforms HEVC/H.265 for sequences BasketballPass and BQSquare.

5.4. Qualitative results

We visualize some reconstructed images and videos to demonstrate qualitative performance.
The reconstructed images are shown in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 9. Fig. 1(a) shows examples *kodim21* with approximately 0.12 bpp and a compression ratio of 200:1. It can be observed that the cloud above the sea appear more natural in our reconstructed images using 0.115 bpp less bits than BPG, JPEG2000, and JPEG. Particularly, for the BPG-encoded images, blocking artifacts occur in the sky when a large compression ratio is applied. Fig. 9 shows examples *kodim01* under approximately 0.24 bpp with a compression ratio of 100:1, because the raw images are a lossless PNG format with 24 bpp (8 bit for each color component). Thus, it is observed that the latch on the door is maintained well in our reconstructed images. However, the images are blurry for the BPG, JPEG2000 and JPEG reconstructed images.

Some reconstructed frames from VTL dataset are shown in Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 10. Using the interpolation loop, the rate can be greatly saved. Clear block artifacts are observed for MPEG-4 compressed frames. Many details and shapes, such as woman’s eyes in Fig. 10, are destroyed in H.264 compressed frames. Unlike them, our approach do not have any block artifacts to produce visually pleasant results.

### 6. Conclusion

We propose learning image and video compression approach through spatial-temporal energy compaction property. Specifically, we propose to add a spatial energy compaction-based penalty into loss function in image compression models, to achieve higher performance. We generalize image compression to video compression with an interpolation loop and adaptive interpolation period selection based on entropy of temporal information.

Experimental results demonstrate that our proposed image compression outperforms BPG with MS-SSIM quality metric, and provides higher performance compared with state-of-the-art learning compression methods. Our video compression approach outperforms MPEG-4, and is competitive with commonly used H.264. Both our image and video compression can produce more visually pleasant results than traditional standards.


